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Abstract—Previous studies have reported morphometric m
els to predict function relations in the lung. These mode
however, are not anatomically explicit. We have advance
three-dimensional airway tree model to relate dynamic lu
function to alterations in structure, particularly when constr
tion patterns are imposed heterogeneously in specific anato
locations. First, we predicted the sensitivity of dynamic lu
resistance and elastance (RL and EL) to explicit forms of po-
tential constriction patterns. Simulations show that severe
heterogeneous peripheral airway constriction confined to
single region in the lung~apex, mid, or base! will not produce
substantial alterations in whole lung properties as measu
from the airway opening. Conversely, when measuredRL and
EL are abnormal, it is likely that significant~but not necessarily
homogeneous! constriction has occurred throughout the ent
airway tree. We also introduce the concept of image-assi
modeling. Here positron emission tomographic imaging d
sensitive to ventilation heterogeneity is synthesized withRL

and EL data to help identify which airway constriction cond
tions could be consistent with both data sets. An ultimate g
would be personalized predictions. ©2003 Biomedical Engi-
neering Society. @DOI: 10.1114/1.1557972#

Keywords—Asthma, Airway hyperresponsiveness, Ventilati
distribution, PET.

INTRODUCTION

Rapid advances in computational modeling of t
lung have led to fundamental new understandings of h
lung morphometry, anatomy, and biomechanical prop
ties impact lung function. Morphometric models we
initiated by Weibel et al.,21 who assigned lengths an
diameters to a symmetrical airway tree based on m
surements of human airway casts. A more realistic mo
by Horsfield6,5 is asymmetric and assigns lengths, dia
eters, and recursion indices to each order in the airw
tree. This model retains the mean distribution of airw
properties as they exist in real lungs. The recursion
dices define the degree of asymmetry in the tree.

Address correspondence to Kenneth R. Lutchen, PhD, Departm
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Several studies advanced these morphometric mo
to predict function. For example, Thorpe and Bates19

using the Horsfield ordering system for a dog lung,
vestigated the impact of heterogeneous airway smo
muscle ~ASM! constriction on dynamic resistance (RL)
and elastance (EL). Recently, Lutchen and
colleagues2,3,12 advanced previous Horsfield models
include airway wall properties and alveolar tissue e
ments. Their studies explored the frequency depende
of RL and EL after heterogeneous bronchoconstriction12

and ASM shortening2 were imposed on the airways
These studies predicted that the pattern of constric
should be a crucial component of the asthma disea
phenotype. In particular, there would be a substan
increase inRL and EL especially at typical breathing
rates even if only a small~;10%! fraction of the periph-
eral airways was highly constricted, so long as they w
randomly distributed throughout the lung. Such a co
striction pattern would impose difficulties in both th
mechanics of breathing2 and in ventilation distribution.3

Experimental evidence for these types of heterogene
has subsequently been reported using either meas
ments of dynamic mechanical properties11 or from imag-
ing data sensitive to ventilation distribution.1,10

While these previous computational studies have e
ployed models with structures that are consistent with
morphological and statistical features of the airway tr
the models have not been anatomically explicit. That
there is not a one to one correlation between the airw
tree and the real anatomy such as specific lobes or
ways in the thoracic cage. Hence, with a morphome
model one could probe questions such as: ‘‘Which s
airways need to be constricted and by how much
produce clinically important changes in lung function?
But, with an anatomically consistent model, one cou
further ask ‘‘Which airway locations~not just sizes! need
to be constricted in order to produce important chan
in mechanical and ventilation lung function?’’. With con
tinuous improvement in imaging modalities, it is becom
ing increasingly possible to establish precise physi
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364 TGAVALEKOS et al.
locations and degrees of structural or functional defe
in the lung during disease. Such data will beg the qu
tion of how explicit anatomic defects alter function.

In 1999, Kitaokaet al. created three-dimensional~3D!
space filling airway tree models in which the airwa
correspond to a specific physical location in the tree.8 A
similar 3D model of a host-shape dependent conduc
airway tree model was generated by Tawhai in 200018

These models are capable of capturing the sensitivity
anatomic geometry to changes in the terminal bra
flow, or branching angle. However, the 3D models on
described the geometry of the tree and have not yet b
used to predict changes in function when explicit an
tomic constrictions have been imposed on the lung.

In this paper, we have advanced a 3D airway t
model to predict function from structure particular
when constriction patterns are imposed heterogeneo
on the tree in specific anatomic locations. We also int
duce the notion of image assisted modeling by provid
a framework for synthesizing this modeling approa
with positron emission tomographic~PET! imaging data
sensitive to ventilation distribution heterogeneity.

METHODS

We used the 3D airway tree model of Kitaokaet al.8

This airway tree model utilizes a deterministic spac
filling algorithm to create a branching structure, which
physiologically consistent in the amount of fluid deli
ered to the terminal airways and the spatial arrangem
of branches within the lung. Briefly, the algorithm spe
fies internal and external boundaries that outline a
tomical contours such as the aorta, thoracic cage,
heart. These contours establish an outline of a reali
human lung. The model assumes dichotomous branch
Fluid flow before branching is conserved such that
sum of the flow moving into the daughter branches (Q1

and Q2) is equivalent to the flow in the parent branc
(Qp):

Qp5Q11Q2 . ~1!

The diameter of each airway is computed by apply
the relationship described by Murray,15 in which fluid
flow through a circular rigid tube is related to the diam
eter of the tube

Q5Cdn, ~2!

whereQ is the fluid flow rate,d is the diameter,C is a
constant specific to the organ and fluid, andn is the
diameter exponent.14 The flow-dividing ratio,r, is a ran-
dom variable, which ranges between 0 and 0.5 and
ates asymmetry in the branching as
n

y

t

.

-

d15dpr 1/n,
~3!

d25dp~12r !1/n.

The length of each branch is defined to be equal to th
times the diameter.8

The fluid flow rate (Qp), and the location of the
trachea are initially specified. The model also designa
the location of the main lobular bronchi. Starting fro
the trachea, branching along a pathway continues u
one of the following conditions is met:~1! The flow in
the daughter branch decreases below a flow rate thr
old, which is initially specified and based on the cond
tion that gas transport changes from conduction to dif
sion in the terminal branches of the tree; and~2! the
daughter branch extends beyond the boundary regio8

A base line human airway tree structure with a to
of 50,400 branches with 28 distinct airway generatio
was created using the Kitaoka algorithm. A generation
defined as all airways occurring at a specific number
bifurcations from the trachea. The trachea is designa
generation 1 and the terminal airways can occur as e
as the eighth generations or as late as the 28th.
distribution of total number of branches that exist at
given generation is Gaussian-like, with the most num
occurring at generation 16@Fig. 1~A!#. Due to random
variations in flow distribution, each generation has a d
tribution of diameters and lengths@Fig. 1~B!#. Each seg-
ment has 3D coordinates specifying the 3D location.

Calculation of Function in 3D Lung Model

Impedance of a single airway is calculated using
acoustic transmission line model, which takes into a
count resistive~R! and inertial~I! forces as in Ref. 12.
Each airway includes a shunt gas compliance and a s
airway wall impedance modeled as a parallel combi
tion of soft tissue and cartilage.17 The mechanical prop-
erties of the airway wall are a function of airway diam
eter and airway wall thickness. The airway walls a
divided into three layers: adventitia, smooth muscle, a
submucosa. Wall thicknesses are based on the histo
cal measurements of human airway walls described
Kuwanoet al.9 The wall thicknesses are diameter depe
dent and account for variations in healthy and asthm
wall properties.2 Attached to each terminal airway is a
alveolar tissue element, which is composed of a g
compression compliance and viscoelastic tissue mo
The viscoelastic tissue model is a constant phase mod4

Specifically, from the literature on healthy human lun
we applied a total tissue viscance~G! of 1.22 cm H2O/I/s
and a tissue elastance~H! of 5.8 cm H2O/I. We also
assumed a total lung volume at FRC of 3 L. Lung tiss
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365Structure and Function in a 3D Lung Model
properties and total alveolar volume was distributed u
formly to the alveolar-tissue elements attached to
terminal airways.

The manner in which the 3D airway tree is travers
for computingRL and EL is discussed in detail in the
Appendix. In general, an airway tree file is created su
that the each file entry contains the properties of
branch, i.e., generation number, diameter, and len
The first entry is always the trachea and each subseq
entry is the left daughter of the previous entry. We ta
advantage of this setup to compute the input impeda
(Zin) of the entire airway tree structure.Zin is the im-
pedance looking into the trachea and includes
parallel/series combination of all subtending airw
branches. Previous methods of traversing through
asymmetrical bifurcating tree to calculateZin have taken
advantage of a stack based computational algorithm
cause of the book keeping and memory demands re

FIGURE 1. „A… Distribution of the number of branches in
each generation of the airway tree. Each branch has a
unique diameter, length and location in the tree. „B… Maxi-
mum, minimum, and mean diameters of the branches in each
generation.
.
t

-
-

ing from imposing heterogeneous constriction pattern12

We have modified the stack-based algorithm to trave
through the 3D tree, and are able to treat each bra
individually so that heterogeneous constriction patte
may be imposed on the 3D tree. Also, since we w
compare simulations to real data, we need to account
the upper~extrathoracic! airways not included in the 3D
airway tree. Here we add an upper airway resistan
Ruaw52.0 cm H2O/l/s. This value is equivalent to th
difference between total airway resistance13 and simu-
lated base line airway tree resistance, in series with
trachea. All simulations~baseline included! have the
Ruaw incorporated. To impose constriction in the lung w
first identify a specific anatomic location to be co
stricted~e.g., upper right lobe!. For each selected airwa
in this region, a random draw is performed on a Gau
ian distribution function with a given mean~m! and stan-
dard deviation~SD!. The degree of heterogeneity in con
striction is determined by the value of the SD. For ea
preselected airway, the random draw will return a co
striction factor, which will alter the baseline diameter.

Simulation Studies

The focus of these studies was to advance a 3D l
model to predict the impact on function when anatom
cally explicit heterogeneous structural changes are
posed on the entire lung. Simulations were performed
FRC and diameter and lengths were scaled from T
using a sigmoidal scaling function.12 RL and EL were
simulated from 0.1 to 8.0 Hz for varying degrees a
locations of constriction.

Four sets of simulation studies were performed. T
first three examined the sensitivity of whole lung m
chanics to constriction patterns placed in either expl
anatomic locations or distributed throughout the lung in
prescribed apex-to-base fashion. The fourth study w
data driven and intended to introduce the concept
image-assisted modeling with an eventual goal to es
lish the types of constriction patterns that may or m
not be occurring in an individual’s lungs.

The first study examined the sensitivity of the pr
dicted RL and EL to the stochastic nature of the airwa
tree as created when applying a probabilistic constrict
pattern. Specifically, we imposed a Gaussian distribu
constriction to all the peripheral airways with am con-
striction of 50% and SD of 70%. A Monte Carlo analys
of 20 runs was performed by simulatingRL andEL from
0.1 to 8 Hz after creating a distinct set of 20 rando
draws from the Gaussian constriction probability dist
bution function~i.e., 20 distinct constricted airway tree
each drawn from the same distribution function!. We
then calculated the mean and SD inRL and EL over the
20 runs.
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366 TGAVALEKOS et al.
The second study explored the sensitivity to regio
constriction and specifically the impact of localized co
striction on lung mechanics. Simulations were perform
after imposing a heterogeneous constriction patternm
550%, SD570%! on only specific regions of the lung
These included the apex area only, middle only, b
area only, and the combined apex and mid regions. Th
studies will allow us to explore if there is a specifi
location~s! in the lung that is more sensitive to seve
constriction patterns.

The third study examined the sensitivity to distribut
constriction with varying degrees of heterogeneity a
mean constriction, in different locations of the tree, wh
impacting the entire lung. Here we studied two cases
case A, constriction severity and heterogeneity was hi
est in the apex, and then decreased as one travers
the base of the lung~apex:m550%, SD570%, middle:
m540% SD540%, and base:m530%, SD530%). In
case B the mean constriction remains the same but
SD decreases moving from the apex to the base~apex:
m550%, SD570%, middle: m550% SD540%, and
base:m550%, SD530%).

The fourth simulation study was driven to identi
constriction conditions that would match measureme
of dynamic mechanical properties taken in an asthm
subject with recently acquired ventilation distribution im
ages in the same subject. Specifically, in a mild-mode
supine asthmatic, we measuredRL and EL as in Ref. 7
before and after a methacholine challenge. PET ima
were also acquired on the same subject while supine
injecting a radioactive NN13 tracer gas intravenousl
while simultaneously acquiring images. At baseline,
images were acquired during a breath-hold of 40 s
mean lung volume and then during spontaneous bre
ing for 3 min. The protocol was repeated, after adm
istration of methacholine. The degree of ventilation w
quantified by how quickly the tracer gas washed out.10

From the PET data, we quantified ventilation distrib
tion relative to anatomic location, while from theRL and
EL data we quantified the impact of heterogeneous c
striction on elevation in the level and frequency depe
dence of RL and EL . Simulations were performed t
probe the mechanical response of the tree that would
consistent with both the measured lung impedance
the PET images. Three cases were created. In cas
severe constriction in small airways (d,2 mm) leading
only to the cranial dorsal region (m550%, SD570%!
was considered while not constricting the remaini
lung. This case was chosen because previous PET stu
have revealed that the primary ventilation impairme
occurred in these regions.10 Case 2 imposed the constric
tion of case 1 combined with mild constriction (m
550%, SD540%! in the remaining small airways (d
,2 mm). The degree of constriction on the remaini
portion of the lung was designed to not introduce ad
e

to

e

-

,

s

tional airway closure to the lung but still require th
these airways contribute to the overall mechanical
sponse. Finally, case 3 imposed the constriction of cas
plus constriction of the entire airway tree (d,2 mm)
with the same mean and spread (m550%, SD570%!.
This case was selected to show the impact of exces
constriction, which is inconsistent with both the mecha
ics and PET data. Constriction was limited to airwa
with diameters,2 mm because simulation studies ha
suggested that increases in frequency dependence
levels of RL and EL in asthma derive largely from air
way constriction in the peripheral airways.2 In all cases,
we compare the predictedRL and EL to the measured
subject response.

RESULTS

Monte Carlo Analysis

The results from our first study using Monte Car
analysis demonstrated that after 20 different rand
draws on the Gaussian distribution function, the variab
ity in RL and EL was only about610% of the mean
~Fig. 2!. Thus, we may use the same random seed
each of our simulations and assume thatRL andEL will
be at most610% of the average.

FIGURE 2. Average resistance „RL… and elastance „EL… for
20 runs of a Monte Carlo analysis using a Gaussian constric-
tion probability distribution function „mÄ50% and SD
Ä70%….
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FIGURE 3. Impact of regional constriction on lung mechanics after imposing the same degree of constriction „mÄ50%,
SDÄ70%… in specific regions of the lung „A… apex, „B… middle, „C… base, and „D… apex and middle.
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Regional Constriction

The mechanical responses of the tree at baseline
after affecting only a specific region in the lung a
shown in Fig. 3. The dynamic response of the tree
baseline is consistent with published experimental d
as well as simulated healthy mechanics from previo
morphometric models.2,7 The color bar describes the de
gree of constriction in each branch where white branc
are diameters that remained at baseline lengths, and
color preceding white represents an increase of 20%
the severity of constriction. Thus, red branches
equivalent to 100% diameter reduction. The focus h
was on how localized constriction in the lung affect
mechanics. In all cases, affecting only a specific reg
of the lung had a relatively minor impact on mechan
especially when compared to affecting the entire lung.
particular,Zin was least sensitive to regional constrictio
when changes were localized to the apex region.
short, Zin is relatively insensitive to significant and he
erogeneous constriction that is localized to one third
less of the lung in a specific region, e.g., apex a
middle ~Fig. 3!.

Distributed Constriction

In Fig. 4, we evaluate whether varying degrees
mean constriction and heterogeneity in the lung imp
lung mechanics. When a mild degree of constriction w
applied to the middle and base of the lung, the me
level of RL and EL and frequency dependence were
evated from baseline~case A!. However, by increasing
the spread of constriction, we increased the probab
of random airway closure and found that a significa
d

h

fraction of the lung must have a high mean and spread
constriction in order to express whole lung measu
reflective of heterogeneity in function~case B!.

Image Guided Constriction

Analysis of the PET data revealed~Fig. 5! that the
amount of tracer remaining in the alveoli at the end
washout at baseline was minimal. While in contrast
substantial amount of tracer remains in a significant p
tion of the lung post challenge. In particular we obser
that at least 17% of the lung has 80% or more of
tracer activity remaining after washout suggesting t
17% of the lung is communicating little or not at all wit
the airway opening because the alveoli are located
hind closed airways. This suggests we need to sign
cantly reduce communication to;17% of the alveoli,
located mainly in the cranial dorsal region, while matc
ing RL and EL.

Three constriction simulations were performed. Fir
we applied a mean constriction of 50% with SD of 70
on only the cranial-dorsal portion of the airway tre
Figure 6 depicts a substantial amount of constrictio
with airways that are closed in red or nearly closed
yellow. The total number of airways that are affected
about 5000 out of a total of about 50,400 airways in th
particular tree. This case, then, placed constriction o
in the cranial-dorsal region and we calculated that a
consequence 20% of the alveoli in this region were dis
to at least one closed airway, and hence not ventila
Hence, a ventilation defect consistent with the PET i
age was established~quantitatively and in location!. Me-
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FIGURE 4. Impact of distributed constriction on lung mechanics. Case A: apex: mÄ50%, SDÄ70%, middle: mÄ40%, SD
Ä40%, and base: mÄ30%, SDÄ30%. Case B: apex: mÄ50%, SDÄ70%, middle: mÄ50%, SDÄ40%, and base: mÄ50%, SD
Ä30%.
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chanically ~Fig. 6!, however, the impact was small an
the RL and EL are only slightly elevated from baselin
and far from measured data.

For the second simulation~case 2!, we retained the
same constriction pattern in the cranial dorsal region
in case 1, but now also induce constriction on the low
portion of the lung with the same mean (m550%) but
less heterogeneity (SD540%). The illustration of this
constricted tree~Fig. 6! reveals mostly blue and gree
branches, which indicate milder constriction and virtua
no additional airway closures~i.e., ventilation defects!
from those occurring in case 1. Mechanically the imp
was to increaseRL andEL and cause both to show mor
frequency dependence~Fig. 6!. By applying these two
distinct constriction patterns, we now remain consist
with the ventilation defects observed in the PET imag
while simultaneously predicting anRL and EL that are
consistent with measured mechanical data.

Finally, we can contrast case 2 with simulation cas
which imposes a much larger standard deviation (
570%) on the bottom part of the lung than case 2, wh
retaining the same mean constriction (m550%). First,
this created substantial additional airway closures in
bottom half of the lung~Fig. 6!, which would create
ventilation defects far in excess than observed in the P
data and in anatomic locations that are inconsistent w
these data as well. Also, there is now a severe impac
the mechanics that is well in excess of measuredRL and
EL data ~Fig. 6!.

DISCUSSION

The emergent biomechanical properties and static
dynamic behavior of physiological systems derive from
complex relationship between structure and living con
tions. Understanding this relationship in healthy a
pathological conditions is greatly aided by synthesizi
experimental data with mathematical modeling. T
models can be used either to interpret data~which often
involves systems identification! or to predict behavior
~e.g., to develop a hypothesis and guide experiments!. In
either case, clearly the more structurally and mecha
tically realistic the model is, the more powerful the pr
cess. Until recently, in the field of lung physiology, th
process has been of limited utility. Models were prim
rily comprised of lumped properties with no explicit co
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369Structure and Function in a 3D Lung Model
relation to the anatomy of biomechanical properti
Some recent studies have hinted at the possibility o
new generation of models. Computational power has
cently permitted function to be predicted in airway tr
models that are statistically and morphometrically co
sistent with a real human lung. These models have
ready provided new insights into structure-function re
tionships in healthy versus asthmatic lungs. They h
suggested how different patterns of airway constrict
likely contribute to the severity of an asthmat
response.2 While these models are anatomically cons
tent, they are not anatomically explicit~i.e., there is not
a one to one correlation between airways and alveol
the model and an explicit airway or acinus in a 3D lun!.
We recognize, however, that imaging technologies t
provide explicit anatomic details and loci of alteratio
in function are advancing in parallel with advances
computational capacity. To this end, we introduced fu
tion into a 3D model which allows specific control o
anatomic regions, and tested how the model predicti
compare with ventilation images obtained from PET a
measurements of dynamic mechanical function.

FIGURE 5. Histogram of percent of lung containing distinct
percent tracer that remains at the end of washout pre „top …

and post „bottom … methacholine challenge in one asthmatic
using PET. Bin sizes were different for pre- and postchal-
lenge. Note that all portions of the lung contain approxi-
mately 10% or less of original tracer premethacholine.
Model Limitations

The scope of this paper was to present the concep
how physically and anatomically particular changes
the airway tree might alter lung function. Previous lun
models have been unable to answer some of these q
tions because they were limited to one dimension a
could not relate specific anatomic locations to spec
locations in the airway tree. The 3D tree that we used
this modeling study was based on the model descri
by Kitaoka et al.8 While this model accurately describe
many of the anatomical contours of the lung and t
amount of fluid flow delivered to each branch there a
still some inconsistencies with this model. In fac
Tawhai et al. pointed out that the Kitaoka tree model
more asymmetrical than the actual human lung and is
strictly based on actual images of the lung.18 In principal,
our algorithm and approach could easily be applied
the anatomic model of Tawhai as well.

Our model, which has integrated the prediction
dynamic lung properties using the Kitaoka tree mod
does not extend to the realm of computational fluid d
namics for more explicit predictions of time-domain g
transport. That is, the model has not yet been used
predict fluid streamlines or the consequence of turbul
flow on aerosol deposition in the airways since flow
assumed to be laminar throughout the lung. Hence,
current model is most relevant to predict phenome
associated with low peak flow conditions. Likewise, th
model would be unable to predict the details of the lar
inhomogeneous ventilation distributions that are o
served after provocation with histamine because
small airways that are affected are located proximal
the acini where flow is assumed to be diffusive.20 Other
than in the physical design of the model, the impact
branching angle on airway mechanics is also never
troduced into our computations. Finally, we have not y
advanced the algorithm to predict standard measure
lung function ~e.g., FEV1 and FVC!. However, in prin-
cipal, this can be incorporated and earlier efforts by o
group based on the Horsfield model could be extende
the 3D models as well.16

New Insights

We have presented two potential uses for the mod
First, we predicted the sensitivity to explicit forms o
potential constriction patterns. With explicit clarity, the
simulations show that severe mean and heterogeneit
peripheral airway constriction confined to a single loc
tion in the lung~apex, mid, or base! generally will not
manifest itself in substantial alterations in whole lun
properties as measured from the airway opening~Fig. 3!.
Not until 2/3 of the peripheral airways throughout th
lung are affected will one detect major increases in
levels and frequency dependence ofRL and EL . This is
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FIGURE 6. General attempt to match subject specific mechanical and PET measurements. Predicted resistance „RL… and
elastance „EL… for three constriction cases with varying constriction m and SD and subject postchallenge data are shown „right ….
Color coded constriction patterns for each respective case are shown on the left. Case 2 matches best with the subject post
challenge data.
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in accord with the notion that the lung is fairly resista
in function against localized constriction. Stated co
versely, when measuredRL and EL are abnormal, it is
likely that significant constriction has occurred throug
out the entire airway tree, and not confined to a sm
anatomic region. Similarly, once constriction does oc
throughout the tree, the resulting impact onRL andEL is
dependent on the combined impact of the mean level
heterogeneity of the constriction pattern~Fig. 4! and in-
creased frequency dependence of these properties re
heterogeneities capable of inflicting airway closur
throughout the airway tree. We can contrast these fi
ings to those implied from our previous morphomet
models.2,11 In those models we found that only a sma
percentage~;10%! of the peripheral airways needed
be highly constricted to cause significant changes inRL

andEL . But, as with the 3D model, these 10% could n
be localized in a single sector of the Horsfield tre
Rather, they had to be randomly occurring through
the entire airway tree such that the input impedan
along virtually all pathways from the airway opening
any arbitrary alveolus is increased.
ts

The second presented application of the model wa
the context of image-assisted modeling with the goal
advancing our understanding of how changes in lu
structure alter function~Fig. 6!. Our presentation here
was strictly anecdotal and included to simply introdu
the concept. In our one example subject we measu
substantial elevations inRL and EL simultaneously with
PET imaging data indicative of a ventilation defect
;20% of the alveoli confined primarily to the crania
dorsal region of the lung. Recall that the earlier sensit
ity analysis studies predicted that significant changes
RL and EL occur only when a substantial portion of th
lung is affected. Hence, it was not surprising that
order to match both the mechanics and the PET data
had to impose a substantial mean and heterogene
constriction to the cranial-dorsal regions in the mod
while also imposing a substantial mean but less hete
geneous constriction to the remaining airways. The i
plication is that the methacholine did, in fact, affect t
entire airway tree, and that the most severe constricti
leading to airway closures occurred in a more confin
region. Also, it appears that the appropriate ventilat
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371Structure and Function in a 3D Lung Model
and mechanical defects could be attained by severe
striction or closure of many small airways in the crani
dorsal region rather than a few larger airways leading
this region ~while constricting the remaining small air
ways less heterogeneously!.

Limitations of Image-Assisted Modeling

It is certainly premature to overly interpret our on
example of image-assisted modeling. Several challen
remain before this approach can be validated and
ploited for explicit input on structure-function relation
For example, in our example we localized defects in lu
anatomy by identifying ventilation dropouts in the lun
after broncho-constriction with PET images. While t
images obtained presented us with detail about ven
tion in the lung, the PET data set was restricted to a 4 in.
portion of the lung. Due to the limitations of the PE
camera, in that study we did not scan the entire lu
structure and could not quantify function in the ve
upper and lower portions of the lung. Modern PET ca
eras will be able to image a much larger fraction of t
whole lung. Another potential imaging modality that ma
be used to provide information about structural defe
after broncho-constriction is hyperpolarized magne
resonance imaging~MRI!.1 Hyperpolarized MRI would
provide us with information about what size airways a
closing and their specific locations relative to the trach
However, to date, quantifying changes in airway size
difficult and results are not easy to reproduce.

A second limitation to our particular example is th
we simply provided a statistical matching of localize
ventilation impairment but not a strict one–one mapp
as observed in the images. That is, we identified a g
eral location, i.e., cranial dorsal region, of severe ven
lation defects in the PET images and generated a c
striction pattern with approximately the same percent
of alveoli not communicating with the airway openin
However, the fidelity of the process would be improv
if constriction in the airway tree model was confined
those airways leading to the explicit nonventilated
veoli as identified in the PET data. Such explicit cont
is possible algorithmically, but would require imagin
data better matched to the entire lung in the thor
rather than just a 4–8 in. segment. Because the
model is a generic human lung model, one would ha
to make a new airway tree on a personalized basis
match specific airways in the model to the imaging da
although, the Monte Carlo analysis implies that this
likely not necessary.

Summary

We have advanced a 3D model for predicting t
impact of explicit anatomic structure on dynamic lun
function. This modeling approach can be used to prov
-

s
-

-

-

new insight on the sensitivity of whole lung measur
ments to the severity, location, and extent of particu
injury or pathology. In principle, deeper insight on th
impact of other phenomena, such as wall thickening
sociated with inflammation, can be attained. We ha
also introduced the concept of image-assisted model
Here imaging information revealing explicit anatomic i
formation and defects can be incorporated to predict
impact on mechanical function and then compared
sensitive experimental measures of this function. C
tainly substantial challenges in imaging resolution a
data comparisons remain before this approach can
fully exploited. When faced with a patient with bot
measured degradation in whole lung mechanical funct
and images identifying anatomically specific degradat
in ventilation function, one ultimate goal would be pe
sonalized predictions of which airways may or may n
be constricted and by how much.
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APPENDIX

In Fig. 7, we show an example of an airway tree, w
corresponding generations for each airway segmen
generation is defined as the number of bifurcations fr
the trachea, needed to reach an airway. Each air
segment is assigned a branch number~branch@##!, which
includes the properties specific to that airway, i.e., g
eration number, diameter, and length. Branch number
begins at the trachea~branch @0#! and increases as on
proceeds along the left pathway. Once a terminal airw

FIGURE 7. Example airway tree figure used for calculation of
lung impedance „ZL…. Generation numbers are shown next
to the corresponding branch. branch †#‡ indicates the loca-
tion of each branch in the data file.
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is reached, incremental branch numbering contin
along the sister branch of the terminal airway. No
although we show a two-dimensional airway tree, ea
branch has its own unique three dimensional coordin

To begin calculation ofZin ~Fig. 8! we start at the
trachea, which is the first branch in the airway tree fi
Initially, i 50, hence, branch@0# is the trachea and
branch@ i 11# is the left daughter branch~generation 1!.
We check to see if the generations of the two branc
are equivalent. Since this is not true, the airway prop
ties of the trachea~branch@0#! are pushed onto the air
way stack. The array index is incremented (i 5 i 11) and
we begin again comparing the generations of branch@i#
and branch@ i 11#, in this case branch@1# and branch
@2#, respectively. The process of checking to see if
generation of the current branch@i# is equivalent to the
generation of branch@ i 11# and pushing branch@i# onto
the airway stack, continues until the two are equal,
which case we may take one of two paths. In Fig. 7, t
process continues until we are at branch@4# and branch
@5#. First, the generation of branch@ i 12# ~branch@6#! is
checked to see if it is greater than branch@4#. This
indicates that branching will continue along branch@5#,
and the impedance of branch@4# is stored and pushe
onto theZstack. The airway properties of branch@4# and
branch @5# are pushed onto the airway stack.i is then
incremented such that the branch@6# is the current
branch and branch@7# is the next branch. The algorithm
then proceeds as before to check if the generation
branch@i# is equivalent to branch@ i 11#. Once again we
stop when we reach two terminal airways~branch @6#
and branch@7#!.

The second path we may take when we have fou
that the generation of branch@i# is equal to branch@ i

FIGURE 8. Flow chart for traversing through airway tree.
.

f

11# is to combine the impedances of the two branches
parallel, as they represent a pair of terminal branc
with a common parent branch. In Fig. 7 this occurs
the first time at branch@6# and branch@7#. Airway stack
is popped to retrieve the airway branch properties of
common parent branch (branch@5#5brancha). The im-
pedance of the brancha is computed and added in serie
with the parallel combination of the terminal branch
for Zeq. The airway stack is then popped aga
(branch@4#5branchb) and the generation of this branc
is compared with that of brancha .

If we compare brancha and branchb , and found their
generations were the same, which is the case in
example, we pop theZstack to retrieve the equivalen
impedance of looking into branchb i.e., impedance of
branch@4# and combine it in parallel with the currentZeq

for a newZeq. We then pop the airway stack to retriev
branch@3# and added in series toZeq. The airway stack
is popped again for branch@2#5branchb and compared
to the generation of branchb . The generation of brancha

is greater than that of branchb , so branchb and brancha
are both pushed back onto the airway stack because.
current Zeq is also pushed ontoZstack, i is incremented
and we continue to proceed down the tree until we re
two consecutive branches with the same generation.

This stack-based algorithm is continued until the c
rent index i is equal to the number of branches in th
airway tree in which caseZeq5Zin . By traversing the
tree in this manner, we have the capability of computi
the impedance of each branch individually and thus c
incorporate anatomic changes such as heterogen
broncho-constriction and ASM shortening into our sim
lation studies.
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